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Figure 1: Left. The proposed TOPO-DataGen workflow generates multimodal synthetic datasets over large scales using off-
the-shelf geodata. Right. We present CrossLoc, a cross-modal visual representation learning method for absolute localization.
It learns to predict scene coordinates via self-supervised geometric tasks and external labels such as semantics if available.

Abstract

We present a visual localization system that learns to
estimate camera poses in the real world with the help of
synthetic data. Despite significant progress in recent years,
most learning-based approaches to visual localization tar-
get at a single domain and require a dense database of
geo-tagged images to function well. To mitigate the data
scarcity issue and improve the scalability of the neural lo-
calization models, we introduce TOPO-DataGen, a versa-
tile synthetic data generation tool that traverses smoothly
between the real and virtual world, hinged on the geo-
graphic camera viewpoint. New large-scale sim-to-real
benchmark datasets are proposed to showcase and evalu-
ate the utility of the said synthetic data. Our experiments
reveal that synthetic data generically enhances the neural
network performance on real data. Furthermore, we intro-
duce CrossLoc, a cross-modal visual representation learn-

ing approach to pose estimation that makes full use of the
scene coordinate ground truth via self-supervision. With-
out any extra data, CrossLoc significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods and achieves substantially higher
real-data sample efficiency. Our code and datasets are all
available at crossloc.github.io .

1. Introduction
Due to vulnerabilities in the reception of satellite posi-

tioning (GNSS) signals, on which aerial systems rely for
navigation and controls, alternative methods are in demand
for absolute large-scale localization. The dead-reckoning
navigation systems have improved significantly in recent
years; however, residual drift is always a challenge for
long-term applications [21, 30]. In contrast, the availabil-
ity of small and low-cost cameras has made them popular
sensors for capturing information on the surrounding land-
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scape. When features of a known environment are rec-
ognized in the captured images, these can be used to de-
termine the absolute camera poses. Current state-of-the-
art machine-learning-based methods for absolute localiza-
tion [11, 13, 15, 41, 42, 52] show promising performance
but typically focus on single-domain operation and on be-
spoke datasets collected for indoor or outdoor city street
localization [36]. However, open-source datasets for posi-
tioning airborne platforms or workflows to generate geospa-
tial learning data are scarce. This poses a severe barrier
in adapting the algorithms to real-world aerial scenarios,
as they typically require dense datasets consisting of accu-
rately geo-referenced photos in the area of interest [26]. De-
veloping inclusive datasets for real-life navigation around
the globe and employing state-of-the-art visual algorithms
for aerial applications can currently be considered econom-
ically and technically difficult, if not unfeasible.

In this work, we first present a synthetic data generation
scheme called TOPO-DataGen (Figure 1, left), that lever-
ages the topographic information to produce geo-referenced
data with rich modalities for subsequent training. Given
the designated camera poses, this scheme renders the sim-
ulated RGB images accompanied by 2D and 3D modali-
ties such as semantics, scene coordinates, depth, and sur-
face normal. In an area of interest with available geodata,
one may adopt a stochastic sampling strategy such as Latin
hypercube sampling (LHS) [22, 35] or use real geo-tagged
photos to attain the camera viewpoints and create the corre-
sponding synthetic labels. The real geo-tagged data can be
designer sourced, such as data acquisition by drones or from
crowd sourced campaigns [3, 4]. Our method hinges on the
geospatial location of the camera viewpoint and traverses
between reality and simulation smoothly.

To mitigate the data-scarcity issue for learning-based vi-
sual localization methods via sim-to-real transfer, we cu-
rated two large-scale benchmark datasets at [19] using the
proposed data generation workflow on urban and natural
sites. They are comprised of primarily synthetic data and a
small fraction of accurately geo-tagged real data, with both
sections containing dense 3D and semantic labels. Unlike
the existing datasets focusing on localization in a single do-
main [26, 29, 45], the provided benchmark datasets show-
case and evaluate the use of synthetic data to assist localiza-
tion in the real world using significantly less real data.

In addition, we introduce a cross-modal visual repre-
sentation learning approach CrossLoc (Figure 1, right)
for absolute localization via scene coordinate regression.
CrossLoc exploits the rich information contained in the
scene coordinates through self-supervision to achieve im-
proved performance. We start from the scene coordinate
ground-truth to impose geometrically less complex pretext
tasks such as depth estimation without any extra labels.
The visual representations learned from the tightly-coupled

tasks [39, 59, 60] jointly improve the downstream coordi-
nate regression. We find that this approach consistently out-
performs the state-of-the-art baselines in our benchmark.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
1. TOPO-DataGen: an open-source multimodal synthetic

data generation tool tailored to aerial scenes.
2. Large-scale benchmark datasets for sim-to-real visual

localization, including synthetic and real images with
3D and semantic labels on urban and natural sites.

3. CrossLoc: a cross-modal visual representation learn-
ing method via self-supervision for absolute localiza-
tion, which outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines.

2. Related work
Absolute visual localization aims at estimating the camera
pose of a query image within a known environment. Many
attempts have been made to achieve this using purely 2D
images. Image retrieval [9, 10, 43, 53, 54] methods rely on
the image features to build an explicit localization map. The
query image is first matched against a database of reference
images with known poses, and its pose w.r.t. to the retrieved
image is subsequently refined via approximation or relative
localization. Absolute pose regression [16, 27, 29, 57] ap-
proaches adopt a neural network to learn implicit map rep-
resentations and output the camera pose directly.

Structure-based methods aim at identifying the 2D-3D
matches between the query image pixels and the 3D coordi-
nates of the scene model [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 41, 42, 44, 52,
58, 61]. The camera pose can then be computed using a PnP
solver with RANSAC optimization [15, 23, 32]. Compared
with the 2D image-based approaches, the structure-based
methods deliver more competitive performance [26, 42], but
at the cost of attaining accurate 3D models for the underly-
ing scenes, which is non-trivial and may require special-
ized engineering efforts [42]. The conventional descrip-
tor matching methods, such as Active Search [44], typi-
cally create the 2D-3D correspondences via structure-from-
motion (SfM) reconstruction and achieve state-of-the-art lo-
calization accuracy. However, the descriptor detector is
prone to fail in repetitive or texture-less scenes or complex
environments with entangling structures [50, 56].

Recently, the learning-based scene coordinate regression
methods have been proposed [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 34, 63]
to predict the 2D-3D matches using neural networks in an
end-to-end manner. Thanks to the great capacity of the neu-
ral network, it achieves state-of-the-art performance across
various tasks [15]. The regressor learns from the ground-
truth scene coordinates and can be theoretically separated
from the SfM reconstruction. Most existing methods di-
rectly learn the mapping from image to coordinates while
ignoring the rich geometry information contained in the 3D
coordinate labels, e.g., one could compute camera pose and
depth from scene coordinates given camera intrinsics.
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Figure 2: Examples of synthetic modalities generated with TOPO-DataGen. Our workflow traverses between the real and
virtual world seamlessly hinged on the camera pose: from the leftmost real geo-tagged photos, we can generate a rich set of
matching synthetic modalities, including synthetic RGB image, scene coordinates, depth, surface normal, and semantics.

Sim-to-real datasets have become increasingly important
to tackle the issue of real data scarcity or to augment the
real-world datasets during training. A set of synthetic
datasets have been proposed and employed to facilitate
model training for better robustness and efficiency [17, 20,
25, 38, 40, 48, 49, 55, 62]. [62] proposes the attend-remove-
complete (ARC) method for sim-to-real depth prediction,
which learns to identify, remove and fill in some challenging
regions in real images as well as to translate the real images
into the synthetic domain. Closer to our work, [20] pro-
vides a toolkit for mid-level cues generation from 3D mod-
els. However, it is not optimized for geodata and does not
support synthetic data generation to match real geo-tagged
photos. Likewise, most synthetic datasets or data genera-
tion workflows only involve rendered results in the virtual
world and cannot traverse well between reality and simu-
lation. Our proposed TOPO-DataGen workflow not only
generates multimodal virtual data but can also produce geo-
referenced reality-matching data to intentionally augment
the downstream learning tasks designed by the users.

3. TOPO-DataGen workflow

In this section, we describe the TOPO-DataGen toolkit
for synthetic data generation as shown in Figure 1 (left).
Geodata preprocessing. In the first step, a high-fidelity 3D
textured model is generated over the area of interest based
on available geographic data, e.g., classified LiDAR point
cloud, orthophoto, or digital terrain model. We prepro-
cess the off-the-shelf geodata such that it is compatible with
the open-source geospatial rendering engine CesiumJS [1],
which is at the core of our data generation workflow. For
example, one common practice is to convert the coordi-
nate reference system into the global WGS84 from the local
one. We argue that nowadays, the high-quality open geo-
data from national agencies is more and more common [18]
such as the swisstopo [5, 6, 7], making it easier to access the
3D models for locations of interest and employ our method

on a large scale. Moreover, the open geodata mostly comes
from airborne devices such as satellites. Its accuracy and
the top-down view are generally sufficient for aerial local-
ization tasks as opposed to street-level localization.

Synthetic data generation. The generated 3D textured
model in the WGS84 reference system is the input to Ce-
siumJS engine for synthetic data generation. Given the vir-
tual camera viewpoint, our proposed TOPO-DataGen pro-
vides a series of designer modalities related to visual lo-
calization, which include: RGB image, scene coordinates
in the WGS84 reference system (i.e., earth-centered-earth-
fixed coordinates), depth, surface normal, and semantics.
Specifically, through ray tracing [8], our workflow produces
synthetic RGB images and the geo-referenced scene coordi-
nates as raw output. Subsequently, we retrieve the semantic
maps by matching each pixel to its closet point in the cate-
gorized geodata, i.e., the classified LiDAR point cloud. The
PyTorch [37] framework is used to accelerate the matrix
computation. Lastly, based on the scene coordinate labels,
we generate the other 3D modalities, i.e., depth and surface
normal. Following [60], we provide the z-buffer depth, and
the surface normal is computed using Open3D [64].

The data rendering can be performed offline over a large
area, the size of which is limited by the computer hard-
ware and the available geodata. To generate synthetic data
from scratch, e.g., to scan one bounded area, we use the
LHS [22, 35] to do minimal yet efficient camera viewpoints
sampling. Otherwise, one may use any real geo-tagged pho-
tos to generate the matching synthetic modalities as shown
in Figure 2 (from the leftmost to the right).

Quality control. The quality of the multimodal synthetic
data is essentially dependent on the precision of the 3D
model geo-referencing and the accuracy of the image pixel-
scene coordinate ray tracing. Please see the supplement for
a detailed case study on the provided benchmark datasets
(introduced in Section 4).
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Urbanscape NaturescapeUrbanscape Naturescape

Figure 3: 3D textured models used to render the benchmark datasets with synthetic modalities via LHS sampling or matching
the real flight trajectories. Camera positions of in-place and out-of-place data are colored in green and blue respectively, and
the LHS synthetic data sampling boundary is denoted by the orange box.

Landscape Scene Size Image style Area

Urban
sca

pe LHS-sim 15000 Sim only 45.8ha
In-place 3158 Real-Sim pairs 40.4ha

Out-of-place 1360 Real-Sim pairs 46.6ha

Natu
res

cap
e LHS-sim 30000 Sim only 128.25ha

In-place 2114 Real-Sim pairs 107.5ha
Out-of-place 565 Real-Sim pairs 49.7ha

Table 1: Benchmark datasets statistics.

4. Benchmark datasets
We introduce two large-scale sim-to-real benchmark

datasets to exemplify the utility of the TOPO-DataGen.
Dataset statistics. Table 1 shows the statistics of the bench-
mark datasets, which are distributed across two different
landscapes: Urbanscape and Naturescape. For each land-
scape, we provide data in three scenes: LHS-sim, In-place
and Out-of-place, all of which come with synthetic 2D im-
ages, multimodal 3D labels and semantic map as depicted
in Figure 2. Specially, the In-place and Out-of-place scenes
include accurately geo-tagged real photos captured by a DJI
Phantom 4 drone equipped with the cm-level real-time kine-
matics (RTK) positioning. [2]. The In-place scene is highly
overlapped with the LHS-sim scene, while the Out-of-place
scene describes a neighboring but non-overlapping environ-
ment w.r.t LHS-sim. Figure 3 shows the 3D textured models
with camera position distributions of the datasets.

In the proposed datasets, the data resolution for all
modalities, including real and synthetic images, is set to
480 px in height and 720 px in width. The semantic labels
have seven classes: sky, ground, vegetation, building, wa-
ter, bridge, and others. Following [26], we evaluate the ac-
curacy of the synthetic 3D labels by coordinate reprojection
error. The mean absolute reprojection error of the Urban-
scape and Naturescape datasets are respectively 1.19 px and

1.04 px, showing high accuracy for outdoor aerial datasets.
More error analysis can be found in the supplement.
Dataset splits. We randomly split the In-place and Out-of-
place scene data into training (40%), validation (10%) and
testing (50%) sections. As for the LHS-sim scene data, it is
split into training (90%) and validation (10%) sets. We in-
tentionally formulate a challenging visual localization task
by using more real data for testing than for training to bet-
ter study the real data scarcity mitigation. Please also note
that the real image density indicated in Table 1 is lower than
many available outdoor city street-based visual localization
datasets such as Cambridge [29] and Aachen [45, 46].

5. CrossLoc localization

In this section, we present CrossLoc, an absolute lo-
calization algorithm leveraging the cross-modal visual rep-
resentations for enhanced robustness and data efficiency.
CrossLoc learns to localize the query image by predicting
its scene coordinates using a set of cross-modal encoders,
followed by camera pose estimation using a PnP solver.
Coordinate-depth-normal geometric hierarchy. For an
image I with ground-truth scene coordinates Z and cam-
era pose (R,P) ∈ SE(3) in the world coordinate system,
it is straightforward to compute the Euclidean or z-buffer
depth D via homogeneous transformation. Subsequently,
the surface normal N can be obtained from the depth map
D [39, 64]. The geometrical information richness of the
scene coordinates Z label is beyond that of depth D and
surface normal N , as one can convert the first to the latter
without loss of accuracy.

We hypothesize that if a neural network is capable of pre-
dicting perfect scene coordinates Z , it possesses sufficient
information to estimate high quality depth D and surface
normal N . Inspired by the natural geometric hierarchy, we
propose to learn scene coordinate regression with auxiliary
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self-supervision tasks on depth and surface normal estima-
tion. Our method is modular and also extends to using any
external labels such as semantics S if they may be available.

Consider an encoder-decoder network making predic-
tions Tq ∈ {Zq,Dq,Nq} from a query image Iq . Let
fT (·), gT (·), hT denote the encoder, decoder and the mid-
way representations respectively:

hT
q = fT (Iq),

T̂q = gT (hT
q ).

(1)

where T̂q is the network prediction. Based on the
coordinate-depth-normal geometric hierarchy, we argue
that the representations for scene coordinate hZ

q may en-
code richer information than the others, e.g., hD

q , h
N
q .

To better ensure the hierarchical consistency, we propose
to explicitly learn a cross-modal scene coordinate regres-
sion representation hZ

q with those of lower-level tasks:

hZ+
q = fZ+(hZ

q , h
D
q , h

N
q ). (2)

where fZ+ is a projection head for representations aggre-
gation. Next, the cross-modal representation is fed into the
primary task decoder for scene coordinate regression:

Ẑ+
q = gZ(hZ+

q ). (3)

Afterward, the 6D camera pose could be computed using
the coordinates prediction via a PnP solver, as per the stan-
dard scene coordinate regression localization methods.
Training objective. Let N be the number of pixels in
the image. We use azimuth θ and elevation ϕ to repre-
sent the surface normal vectors as in [33], and therefore:
Z ∈ RN×3,D ∈ RN×1,N = [N θ,N ϕ] ∈ RN×2. The
maximum likelihood estimation loss [28, 63] is used to sta-
bilize the coordinate, depth and surface normal regression
training. The predicted values come with isotropic noise
estimation: [T̂ , sT ] = gT (hT ), where sT ∈ RN×1

>0 is the
pixel-wise uncertainty map. We adopt a two-step training
method to regularize the scene coordinate representations
hZ+ . First, the encoder-decoders fT , gT (T ∈ {Z,D,N})
are separately trained with their own loss functions:

LZ =

N∑
i=1

(
∥Ẑ(i)−Z(i)∥22

2(sZ(i))2
+ 3 log(sZ(i))

)
,

LD =

N∑
i=1

(
∥D̂(i)−D(i)∥22

2(sD(i))2
+ log(sD(i))

)
,

LN =

N∑
i=1

(
∥Lsn(N̂ (i),N (i))∥22

2(sN (i))2
+ 2 log(sN (i))

)
.

(4)

where

Lsn(N̂ (i),N (i)) = ∥N̂ϕ(i)−N ϕ(i)∥1+

2 min
(
∥N̂ θ(i)−N θ(i)∥1, 1− ∥N̂ θ(i)−N θ(i)∥1

)

Encoders CrossLoc CrossLoc-SE CrossLoc-CO

Coordinate ✓ ✓ ✓
Depth ✓ ✓

Surface normal ✓ ✓
Semantics ✓

Table 2: Variants of the proposed CrossLoc algorithm.

is the circle loss defined in [33]. The subscript in Eq. (4)
denotes the loss function for the corresponding task T . Fol-
lowing [15], we also implement the reprojection loss for
coordinate regression loss LZ .

Lastly, we employ the non-coordinate encoders as
frozen representation extractors to fine-tune the coordinate
encoder-decoder fZ , gZ and the projection head fZ+ :

Lcrossloc = LZ(f
Z , gZ , fZ+). (5)

The CrossLoc applies the multi-task learning by re-using
the representations of geometrically-related tasks to im-
prove the original objective of coordinate regression. Ta-
ble 2 shows some variants of the proposed methods, among
which the vanilla CrossLoc adopts the self-supervised
cross-modal representation learning without any additional
data. Our method is flexible with external labels such as
semantics, e.g., the CrossLoc-SE.

6. Experiments
Extensive experiments have been carried out to evalu-

ate the performance of CrossLoc against the state-of-the-art
approaches to scene coordinate regression. Specifically, we
apply various CrossLoc architectures in Table 2 to validate
the effectiveness of self-supervision. Systematic ablation
studies about the efficacy of synthetic training data on real
data scarcity mitigation are also conducted.
Network architecture. Following [15], we adopt a fully
convolutional network (FCN) with ResNet skip layers [24]
for regression tasks using a downsampling factor of 8. We
split the FCN in the middle to obtain an encoder-decoder
structure. Please refer to the supplement for further details.
Datasets. Each model is trained using data from the LHS-
sim and either In-place or Out-of-place scene. We evaluate
on the real testing data for each scene and report the results.
Training. We first initialize the encoder-decoder networks
separately using various training tasks on the LHS-sim data;
subsequently, each network is fine-tuned with the paired
real-sim data on either In-place or Out-of-place scene. Each
network is independently trained using the loss in Eq. (4).
Lastly, we fine-tune the coordinator network with loss in
Eq. (5). For CrossLoc-SE, we use the cross-entropy loss for
semantic segmentation. We use the Adam optimizer [31]
and the PyTorch [37] framework for implementation.
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In-place localization accuracy Out-of-place localization accuracy

Methods Median error ↓ Accuracy ↑ Median error ↓ Accuracy ↑

transl. rot. < 5m, 5° < 10m, 7° < 20m, 10° transl. rot. < 5m, 5° < 10m, 7° < 20m, 10°

DSAC* [15] 11.6m 6.2° 15.4% 42.1% 64.4% 14.9m 4.1° 10.3% 33.1% 59.6%
DDLoc 10.3m 2.3° 24.1% 47.2% 67.8% 42.1m 9.5° 4.1% 12.8% 26.5%

AtLoc [57] 23.0m 1.9° 1.6% 11.1% 40.6% 45.6m 5.3° 0.1% 2.4% 14.1%

CrossLoc 4.0m 2.1° 61.1% 85.6% 93.4% 6.0m 1.9° 39.1% 72.4% 87.8%
CrossLoc-SE 3.9m 1.9° 62.2% 86.7% 94.2% 5.8m 1.8° 40.1% 73.4% 89.1%
CrossLoc-CO 7.6m 3.7° 27.6% 61.3% 80.5% 7.1m 2.2° 31.5% 64.9% 82.8%

(a) Quantitative comparison over Urbanscape dataset.

In-place localization accuracy Out-of-place localization accuracy

Methods Median error ↓ Accuracy ↑ Median error ↓ Accuracy ↑

transl. rot. < 5m, 5° < 10m, 7° < 20m, 10° transl. rot. < 5m, 5° < 10m, 7° < 20m, 10°

DSAC* [15] 41.9m 4.8° 1.8% 11.3% 30.1% 33.1m 4.3° 0.4% 6.7% 26.5%
DDLoc 39.8m 4.2° 2.2% 10.9% 28.0% 57.4m 8.2° 2.5% 12.0% 22.6%

AtLoc [57] 44.7m 5.1° 0.0% 1.5% 10.7% 70.8m 6.6° 0.0% 0.0% 2.5%

CrossLoc 16.7m 2.9° 9.6% 28.4% 59.6% 15.0m 2.7° 8.1% 29.7% 59.0%
CrossLoc-SE 16.0m 2.7° 11.4% 32.6% 59.7% 14.5m 2.2° 12.7% 32.5% 59.4%
CrossLoc-CO 22.6m 3.8° 6.2% 20.1% 42.5% 17.1m 2.9° 7.1% 29.0% 55.5%

(b) Quantitative comparison over Naturescape dataset.

Table 3: Quantitative results on camera pose estimation. We report the median translation and rotation errors as well as the
percentage of correctly re-localized camera poses below error thresholds of 5m/5°, 10m/7°and 20m/10°.

Baselines. We compare our proposed algorithms against
two state-of-the-art scene coordinate regression baselines:
DSAC* [15] and sim-to-real coordinate regression DDLoc
adapted from [62]. We follow the ARC [62] architecture to
train a regressor for coordinates instead of depth with mini-
mum modification; see the supplement for details. For a fair
comparison, all the coordinate regression-based approaches
utilize the PnP solver from DSAC* [15] to compute cam-
era poses. Also, our method is compared with AtLoc [57],
a state-of-the-art absolute pose regression (APR) method.
Please note that AtLoc does not use any 3D labels and has
much less information to learn from during training.

6.1. Results on camera pose estimation
Quantitative results. Table 3 lists detailed comparisons for
pose estimation on Urbanscape and Naturescape datasets.
CrossLoc outperforms the other two coordinate regression
methods by a clear margin, demonstrating the superior per-
formance of cross-modal representation learning. Notably,
the 2D image-based APR baseline AtLoc [57] shows in-
ferior performance to any of the structure-based methods.
This is not unexpected as the APR tends to generalize worse
from the training data in practice [47]. We also provide
the results of our CrossLoc algorithm using different visual
representations, i.e., CrossLoc-CO applying only coordi-

nate regression features and CrossLoc-SE using additional
semantic segmentation features (see Table 2). Adding the
auxiliary depth and surface normal visual features substan-
tially boosts the model performance. However, CrossLoc-
SE with external semantic labels has limited performance
gains compared with the vanilla CrossLoc. This indicates
incorporating additional labels with less geometrical infor-
mation may not help the scene coordinate learning promi-
nently. This finding is also in line with the recent works
on multi-task learning consistency [39, 51, 59, 60]. The lo-
calization accuracy in the Naturescape is not as high as in
the Urbanscape. We conjecture that this is due to the lower
amount of human-made features with distinctive geometries
such as buildings. Moreover, the much lower real training
data density, as stated in Table 1, makes the localization task
considerably harder.
Qualitative results. Figure 4 shows the pose estimation
results of two flight trajectories in the Naturescape and Ur-
banscape datasets respectively. Our CrossLoc outperforms
other localization algorithms, resulting in far more complete
trajectory reconstruction with much fewer outliers.

6.2. Results on scene coordinates regression
Quantitative results. For coordinate regression-based lo-
calization methods, the final pose estimation performance
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison of the reconstructed trajectories with the studied visual localization methods. We show the
results for a planned trajectory on Naturescape and a human-piloted trajectory on Urbanscape, both derived from the testing
data. The rightmost color bar denotes the camera position estimation error in meter.
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Figure 5: Percentage of correctly predicted scene coordinates with different methods. The accuracy is represented with error
thresholds, 3m, 10m and 50m for Urbanscape as well as 10m, 30m and 100m for Naturescape. Only two accuracy values of
DDLoc are given in Urbanscape since there is nearly no predicted coordinate with error lower than 3m.

is highly dependent on the coordinate prediction quality.
Figure 5 shows the accuracy of regressed scene coordinates
under different thresholds. Consistent with the pose esti-
mation results in Table 3, the CrossLoc architecture frame-
works outperform the DSAC* and DDLoc baselines by a
substantial margin. Moreover, CrossLoc and CrossLoc-SE
improve the coordinate accuracy over CrossLoc-CO across
all scenarios, which further indicates the benefit of leverag-
ing depth and surface normal cross-modal representations.
Qualitative results. Figure 6 compares the scene coordi-
nate regression errors of different methods. The regres-
sion error of our CrossLoc and CrossLoc-SE is significantly

lower than the baselines and the plain CrossLoc-CO without
self-supervision. Further, we observe a high similarity be-
tween the error map of CrossLoc and CrossLoc-SE, which
shows limited performance gains by using the extra seman-
tic labels. For discussion on the failure cases, please refer
to the supplementary materials.

6.3. Ablation study on real data scarcity mitigation

We show the quantitative results on how the real data
scarcity issue can be mitigated by: (i) using the synthetic
data for augmentation, which could be generated at ease
using the proposed TOPO-DataGen, (ii) applying the real
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Figure 6: Qualitative comparison of the scene coordinate error map. Pixels without groundtruth labels such as sky are not
evaluated. Our CrossLoc family methods estimate the absloute scene coordinates with the least error.

Methods
Localization accuracy w.r.t. amount of synthetic data

Real only Pairwise only Full

DSAC* [15] 35.5m, 17.7° 23.7m, 12.1° 11.6m, 6.2°
DDLoc - 11.0m, 2.8° 10.3m, 2.3°

CrossLoc 7.6m, 3.6° 4.6m, 2.4° 4.0m, 2.1°
CrossLoc-CO 14.6m, 7.0° 12.8m, 6.2° 7.6m, 3.7°

(a) Effects of synthetic data assisting the real-world localization.

Methods
Localization accuracy w.r.t. fraction of pairwise data

25% data 50% data Full

DSAC* [15] 33.1m, 17.6° 19.4m, 10.2° 11.6m, 6.2°

CrossLoc 14.1m, 7.1° 6.8m, 3.5° 4.0m, 2.1°
CrossLoc-CO 28.3m, 13.7° 13.7m, 6.3° 7.6m, 3.7°

(b) Comparison of real data sample efficiency.

Table 4: Ablation study on the real data scarcity mitigation.
Median translation and rotation error is reported.

data sample-efficient CrossLoc algorithm. All experiments
in this section are carried out on Urbanscape in-place scene.

The added value of the multimodal synthetic data is val-
idated in Table 4a. We compare the performance of var-
ious methods trained with real data only, real-sim paired
data only, and real-sim paired data plus the plentiful LHS-
sim data. For each method, the best performance is always
achieved with the most synthetic data. CrossLoc consis-
tently performs the best, which indicates the usefulness of
the proposed self-supervision via geometric hierarchy.

In Table 4b, we evaluate the real data sample efficiency

of different methods, assuming that the paired synthetic data
is available. We randomly sample 25% and 50% of the real
training data to train each model. Each algorithm performs
better given a larger amount of training data, and in compar-
ison, the CrossLoc leverages the real data most efficiently.
CrossLoc outperforms the 100%-data-trained DSAC* and
all CrossLoc-CO when trained with only 50% of available
data. The proposed geometrical self-supervision tasks are
particularly helpful for learning in the low-data regime.

7. Conclusion
We propose TOPO-DataGen, a scalable workflow to

generate as much synthetic data as needed to assist real-
world localization. Large-scale sim-to-real benchmark
datasets are additionally provided to exemplify the use
of TOPO-DataGen. Further, we present CrossLoc that
learns to predict coordinates and localize via geometric self-
supervision. It significantly outperforms the state-of-the-
art baselines in our benchmark, especially in the low-data
regime. We believe that TOPO-DataGen, altogether with
CrossLoc, could open up new opportunities for large-scale
aerial localization applications in the real world.
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